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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background: The Bloomen Project 

Bloomen (Blockchains in the new era of participatory media experience) explores how 
innovative elements of blockchain technologies can be applied to specific use cases in 
the media space. There is a need to explore such innovations: Digital technologies have 
transformed media content production and distribution in the global entertainment and 
media industry over the last two decades. 
 
The Bloomen project will address these challenges by exploring and researching on 
how blockchain technology can be used to manage and track a wide variety of digital 
media content, including the development of proof-of-concept demonstrators with the 
following structure: 1) a P2P platform for content creation, sharing and consumption 
based on Blockchain technologies, and 2) a suite of innovative services to support new 
Blockchain-based business models for the media industry. 
 
These Bloomen services are, for example, related to blockchain operations, 
personalisation and copyright management. A Bloomen demonstrator will be created 
for each of the three Bloomen use cases, using the common Blockchain platform. The 
new Bloomen services can be tailored to a specific use case or shared between two or 
more use cases, including further use cases that may join the project as a result of 
hackathons or from external stakeholders. 
 
Each of the three user partners in the Bloomen project (BMAT, DW and ANTENNA) have 
defined a use case pilot to work on: Music, News (photos), and WebTV, in order to 
validate the Bloomen proof-of-concept demonstrator during the project and to explore 
new blockchain based business models and opportunities. Bloomen also aims to 
provide a blueprint of best practices for blockchain implementations in the media 
industry in terms of new business approaches, forms of collaborating, content 
exchange and monetising media. 
 

1.2 About this Deliverable 

This deliverable is the first cycle of a software prototype, which in this first cycle 
consists of three different demos as the main outcome of Task 3.1 “Blockchain 
operation: transactions, blocks, micropayments for media content”. The software 
prototype is accompanied by this short document, which essentially provides for each 
demo a description of the demo, installation instructions and a user manual. The next 
iteration of this deliverable, the second cycle, will be delivered in month M20. 
 
The three demos provided in this deliverable are related to the three main blockchain 
technologies that have been considered and analyzed since the beginning of the 
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Bloomen project: Hyperledger, Multichain and Ethereum. These demos have been used 
to acquire practical knowledge and experience on these technologies when applied to 
Bloomen requirements, and have been used as an input to the decision on the specific 
blockchain technology that will be used as mainstream technology for Bloomen. 
 

1.3 Document Structure 

This document is based on a common structure for each of the demos, preceded by 
this introductory chapter and finalized with a conclusion chapter. Following this 
Introduction, the document is structured as follows for each of the three demos: 
 

● Section DEMO.1 (General Description of the Prototype): This section describes 
the prototype in general and each of its components based on the specific 
blockchain technology that is being demonstrated. 

● Section DEMO.2 (Package Information & Installation Instructions): This section 
describes the different tools required to build the demo and the instructions to 
install and configure all the tools and components that will be needed in each 
demo. 

● Section DEMO.3 (User Manual): This section includes the instructions to run and 
use the demo, including also screenshots whenever necessary. 

● Section DEMO.4 (Licensing): This section includes a description of the licenses 
under which each component used in the demo has been developed. 

● Section DEMO.5 (Online Demonstrator): Each demonstrator is available and 
executable online. This section describes how to use the online demonstrator 
and a description of the different use cases that it implements. 

 
After the description of the three demos, the document finishes with a Conclusions 
chapter that includes a summary of conclusions for each demo and the plan for the 
next prototype iteration. 
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2 DEMO 1 - Hyperledger 

2.1 General Description of the Prototype 

This deliverable explains the different tools used in the construction of a Hyperledger 
demonstrator based on the WebTV use case. 
 
The specific demonstrator is designed in such way, in order to highlight Hyperledger 
platform’s potential regarding user registration and permissions distribution, video 
assets metadata storage and simple token micropayments. 
 

2.1.1 Components 

Here is a detailed diagram, which describes the different Hyperledger components and 
the interaction between them used for the construction of this demonstrator. 
 

 
Figure 1: Demo1 Hyperledger component diagram 

 
Specifically, for the demonstrator were used three basic Hyperledger components: 
 

● Hyperledger Fabric, providing the permissioned blockchain environment. 
● Hyperledger Composer, providing RESTful API. 
● Hyperledger Explorer, providing visualized information about the blockchain. 

 
Furthermore it should be noted that except Hyperledger Explorer, we have also built a 
friendly User Interface for the Demo that functions on top op the Hyperledger 
Composer. 
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2.1.2 Hyperledger Composer 

Hyperledger Composer is an extensive, open development toolset and framework that 
supports the underlying Hyperledger Fabric v1.0.4 blockchain infrastructure and 
runtime. In particular, it provides the way to quickly model the demo business network 
starting from the business level by defining the corresponding assets, administration 
rights, the participants and their permissions and finally the transactions. It is of vital 
importance that Hyperledger Composer exposes a REST Server API to invoke 
transactions that create, delete and update assets and transfer them between 
participants on the underlying Hyperledger blockchain. In general, Hyperledger 
Composer functions as the middleware service between the Demo application and the 
Hyperledger Fabric blockchain. 
 

 
Figure 2: Hyperledger Composer REST server 

 

2.1.3 Hyperledger Explorer 

Hyperledger Explorer component works on top of the underlying blockchain data 
structure and it provides a visualized way of the information stored in it. The provided 
details are the following: 
 

● Overall information related to a channel, like for example the number of peers, 
blocks, transactions and chaincode. 

● Specific block information. 
● Peer list. 
● Chaincode list. 
● Transaction information. 
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Figure 3: Hyperledger Explorer User Interface 

 

2.1.4 Demo APP 

Demo APP is a small application which targets in the smooth user experience for the 
end users. It uses Composer’s REST API to interact with the underlying Fabric 
blockchain and its core functionalities are the following: 
 

● New Media Content/Asset metadata registration within the blockchain 
● Registered users’ and assets’ information overview 
● Query the data stored within the blockchain for further information 
● Media Content purchase 
● Simple token payments 
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Figure 4: Demo1 Application 

 

2.2 Package Information & Installation Instructions 

For the demonstrator development, we use a blockchain network built with Hyperledger 
Fabric (https://www.hyperledger.org/projects/fabric). 
 
Hyperledger Fabric is a blockchain framework implementation and one of the 
Hyperledger projects hosted by the Linux foundation. This framework was founded 
providing easy application development and solutions with a modular architecture, as 
well as components like consensus algorithms to be plug-and-play. In this architecture 
the processing of transactions is separated into 4 basic stages: 
 

● Distributed logic processing and agreement/chaincode 
● Transaction ordering 
● Transaction validation 
● Transaction commitment 

 
The advantages of the aforementioned modular architecture are: fewer levels of trust 
and verification are required across node types, and network scalability and 
performance are optimized.  
In the current demonstrator we use Hyperledger Fabric version 1.0.4. Afterwards 
Hyperledger Composer & Explorer are introduced. 
 
Hyperledger Composer is an extensive, open development toolset and framework to 
make developing blockchain applications easier. Its primary goal is to make it easier to 

https://www.hyperledger.org/projects/fabric
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integrate blockchain applications with the existing business systems. It allows the 
developer to model their business network and integrate existing systems and data with 
their blockchain applications. Furthermore, Composer supports the existing Hyperledger 
Fabric blockchain infrastructure and runtime, which supports pluggable blockchain 
consensus protocols to ensure that transactions are validated according to policy by 
the designated business network participants. A Hyperledger Composer project is 
defined by the following parts: 
 

● Model File [.cto] : Assets, Participants & Transactions Definition 
● Script File [.js] : Transaction functions, i.e application’s business logic 
● Access Control [.acl] : Access Control Rules for a user 
● Query File [.qry] : Query Definitions 

 
The advantages which are provided by this framework are the following: 
 

● Quickly develop applications that go from the web-browser all the way back to 
the blockchain 

● Bridges simply from business concepts to blockchain 
● Provides high level of abstraction 

 
In this demonstrator we use Hyperledger Composer version 0.16.4. 
 
Hyperledger Explorer is one of the Hyperledger projects hosted by the Linux Foundation 
and it was initially contributed by IBM,Intel and DTCC. Specifically, it is a Nodejs based 
user-friendly web application and it runs on Node/ExpressJS with MySQL as the 
backend database. Working on top of Hyperledger Fabric, Explorer provides details 
about the underlying blockchain network such as Block Information, Transaction 
Information and others. 
In this demonstrator we use Hyperledger Explorer version 0.3.4. 
 
Note: In order to run the application the user should have first built the essential 
environment. For the Installation Information use the following guide: 
 

2.2.1 Required Tools 

In order to run Hyperledger Fabric and Composer, it is recommended that the following 
system requirements are pre-configured. 
 

a. At least 4GB of RAM memory. 
b. Ubuntu Linux 16.04 LTS or greater as operating system. 
c. Docker version 17.12.0-ce or higher. 
d. Docker-Compose of version 1.8 or higher. 
e. Node.js of version 8.9 or higher (Caution! version 9.x not supported). 
f. npm of version 5.x 
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g. git of version 2.9.x or higher 
h. Python of version 2.7.x 

 

2.2.2 Install Hyperledger Composer 

For this demonstrator, we will describe a guide for a complete Hyperledger Composer 
installation: 
 
Initially the prerequisites for the development environment should be installed: 

Run: 
a. curl -O https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/latest/prereqs-ubuntu.sh 
b. chmod u+x prereqs-ubuntu.sh 
c. ./prereqs-ubuntu.sh 

 
Afterwards install all the Composer components:     

Run: 
a. npm install -g composer-cli@0.16.3 
b. npm install -g composer-rest-server@0.16.3 
c. npm install -g generator-hyperledger-composer@0.16.3 
d. npm install -g yo 

 

2.2.3 Install Hyperledger Fabric 

For this demonstrator, installing a local Hyperledger fabric is necessary in order to 
obtain a local runtime and deploy one or more business networks on it. The following 
commands download and install Hyperledger Fabric v1.0.4: 
 

Run: 
a. mkdir ~/fabric-dev-servers && cd  ~/fabric-dev-servers 
b. curl -O https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hyperledger/composer-

tools/master/packages/fabric-dev-servers/fabric-dev-servers.tar.gz 
c. tar -xvf fabric-dev-servers.tar.gz 
d. cd ~/fabric-dev-servers 
e. ./downloadFabric.sh 

 

2.2.4 Install MySQL 

Installing MySQL Server is an essential component for Hyperledger Explorer to function. 
The following commands are used to download and install MySQL Server: 
 

Run: 
a. sudo apt-get update 
b. sudo apt-get install mysql-server -y 
c. mysql_secure_installation 

https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/latest/prereqs-ubuntu.sh
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d. service mysql status 
 

2.2.5 Download and Run Demonstrator 

The following steps help download the demonstrator from the Github of Bloomen 
project and run it: 
 

Run: 
a. git clone https://github.com/bloomenio/demo1 
b. cd demo1 
c. sudo apt-get update 
d. ./run-demo.sh 

 
If also needed to enable the Hyperledger Explorer component for blockchain 
information visualization then run the following commands: 
 

Run: 
a. cd blockchain-explorer 
b. mysql -u<username> -p < db/fabricexplorer.sql 
c. npm install 
d. ./start.sh 

 
The Hyperledger Fabric blockchain can be “observerd” at http://localhost:9090 
 

2.3 User Manual 

For the application development we followed these user stories: 
 

● USHL01 - Media Content Publisher can create a new asset by specifying 
metadata such as ID, Title, Description, URL and its value. 

● USHL02 - Consumers pay tokens to purchase specific media content from the 
corresponding media content publisher. 

● USHL03 - A granted user can query Media Content assets by their publisher. 
● USHL04 - Media Content publishers are able to change metadata - the URL - of 

their assets. 
● USHL05 - Simple token payments between users can also be conducted.  

 
Note : The demonstrator application can be accessed in http://demo1.bloomen.io. 
 

https://github.com/bloomenio/demo1
http://localhost:9090/
http://demo1.bloomen.io/
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2.3.1 Landing Page 

 
Figure 5: Demo1 Landing page 

 
The initial page of the demonstrator allows access to the different application parts 
with the corresponding links being in the top left of the page. The functionalities of the 
different page parts will be further analyzed in Online Demonstrator section (Section 
2.5). 
 

2.3.2 Hyperledger Explorer Page 

 
Figure 6: Demo1 Explorer page 
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By visiting the Hyperledger Explorer page (http://localhost:9090), after the initialization 
of MySQL Database and Explorer, information about the underlying Hyperledger Fabric 
blockchain can be found. 
 

2.4 Licensing 

The used components of Hyperledger Project and Docker are all under Apache License 
2.0. Yeoman - used as business network generator - is released under a BSD license.  
 

2.5 Online Demonstrator 

A demonstrator of the described prototype can be found online at 
http://demo1.bloomen.io. 
Note: You should have first downloaded and started the demonstrator (Section 2.2.5) 
 
The full source code is uploaded in the Bloomen project’s Github 
https://github.com/bloomenio/demo1. 
 
The screenshots in the following sections are taken in order to give a better perspective 
of the demonstrator: 
 

2.5.1 USHL01- Media Content Publisher can create a new asset 

1. In the landing page, in media content assets section, the publisher can create a new 
asset by filling the metadata fields (ID, Publisher Name, URL, value of the asset, Title, 
Description). 
 

 
 
2. Afterwards, we will click Upload button and the data will be stored in the blockchain 
associated with the address of the publisher defined in the corresponding metadata 
field. 

 
 

http://localhost:9090/
https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php/
http://demo1.bloomen.io/
https://github.com/bloomenio/demo1
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3. When the upload is done, a notification is popped in the bottom left corner. 

 
 
4. We can also observe the new media content which is published, to be registered 
above from the metadata fields (in bold). 
 

 
 

2.5.2 USHL02- Consumers pay tokens to purchase specific media content 

1. In the landing page, in Transactions/Media Content asset section a consumer can 
choose between all the available assets, choose one of them and provide the 
corresponding creator the amount of tokens defined for this asset. 
 

 
 
2. By clicking the buy button, the tokens are subtracted from the consumer’s account 
and added to the creator’s. 

 
 
3. When the purchase is done, a notification is popped in the bottom left corner. A new 
transaction record is also registered in the same section (in bold), providing also the 
transaction hash as a receipt (see #ID). 
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2.5.3 USHL03- Granted user can query Media Content assets by their publisher 

1. In the “List of App users” section you can find all the granted users with their 
corresponding balances. 
 

 
 
2. By clicking one of these records, a user queries the blockchain to find all the assets 
that this specific user has published (Hyperledger Composer feature). 
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2.5.4 USHL04- Media Content publishers are able to change metadata 

1. In the landing page, in Transactions/Media Content asset section a publisher can 
change the URL field of an already published by clicking in the corresponding metadata 
field, and write the new URL. 
 

 
 
2. By clicking Enter then, the URL has been renewed. 
 

 
 

2.5.5 USHL05- Simple token payments between users can also be conducted. 

1. In the landing page, in Transactions/Credits section a user/sender can execute a 
payment to another/user receiver. In this section, we can choose the sender, the 
receiver and the amount in the fields: 
 

 
 
2. Afterwards we click the Send button. 

 
 
3. When the transaction is done, a notification is popped in the bottom left corner. 
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4. A new transaction record is also registered in the same section (in bold), providing 
also the transaction hash as a receipt (see #ID). 
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3 DEMO 2 - Multichain 

3.1 General Description of the Prototype 

This deliverable explains the different tools used in the construction of a Multichain 
demonstrator based and inspired by music use cases. 
 
The demonstrator main focus is the exploration of Multichain capabilities to register 
data catalogs and to change data persistence in order to have a shared ledger as an 
audit system. 
 
We explore Multichain Streams capabilities for musical assets metadata storage with 
the purpose of creating shared metadata catalogs between different entities which 
share data through the blockchain. 
 
We also use tokens created within the blockchain to model a Claim system. 
 

3.1.1 Components 

Here is a simple diagram about the different components used for the construction of 
the demonstrator. 
 

 
Figure 7: Demo2 component diagram 
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The demonstrator was built using a Multichain network with two nodes (master and 
slave) and uses four different support subsystems (Admin portal, Solr, swagger “demo 
API” and demo app “static content”). 

3.1.1.1 Multichain admin portal 
Administration portal allows interaction with the blockchain using administration rights 
to manage different identity permissions created by nodes that collaborate sharing 
data. This portal provides access to a subset of Multichain functionalities in order to 
allow inspecting information stored within the blockchain. 
 

 
Figure 8: Multichain admin portal 

3.1.1.2 SOLR 
The SOLR subsystem allows us to efficiently search the data stored in the blockchain, 
otherwise optimal results would not be achievable. SOLR management console allows 
accessing and making queries on the stored data. 
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Figure 9: SOLR portal 

 

3.1.1.3 SWAGGER API 
SWAGGER offers us a portal to facilitate interaction with the REST API built for the 
demonstrator. This REST API allows interaction between users and a blockchain node in 
a unified way. 
 

 
Figure 10: SWAGGER API portal 

3.1.1.4 Demo Application 
Demo APP is a small application built with easy interaction purposes for end users. It 
uses the REST API to interact with a specific node and its functionalities are wallet 
management, new data registration in the Streams, and Claim creation within the 
blockchain. 
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Figure 11: Demo2 Application main page 

 

3.2 Package Information & Installation Instructions 

For the demonstrator development, we use a blockchain network built with Multichain 
(www.multichain.com). 
 
The network is composed of two nodes: 
 

● Master node, has permissions to manage the blockchain and performs the role 
of miner. This node is used by the administration portal to perform the 
administration tasks within the blockchain network. 

● Slave node, is a node connected to the master that allows transactions with the 
addresses stored in it. These addresses must have the proper rights granted by 
the administrator. 

 
Several software elements that support the demonstrator have been built / configured 
on this blockchain network: 
 

● Administration tool, the administration portal is a development based on an 
existing github project (https://github.com/MultiChain/multichain-web-demo) 
developed in PHP by the Multichain community. 

● SOLR, the search engine uses Apache SOLR software 
(http://lucene.apache.org/solr/) that allows us to create search indexes for the 
data stored in the blockchain. 

● SWAGGER API, the REST API that gives access to the demonstrator 
functionalities has been built with TypeScript using a development framework 
available on github (https://github.com/w3tecch/microframework). We use 

http://www.multichain.com/
https://github.com/MultiChain/multichain-web-demo
http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
https://github.com/w3tecch/microframework
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SWAGGER (http://swagger.io) in order to facilitate access to the functionalities 
developed on the demonstrator and for technical documentation purposes. 

● Demo Application, in order to facilitate the demonstration work, an application 
has been built aimed at an end user that does not require blockchain knowledge 
and allows access to a large part of the functionalities. For the development of 
this app, the Angular ngx-Rocket application generator (http://ngx-rocket.com) 
has been used. 

 
In order to simplify the installation process, the entire solution has been packaged 
within a docker-compose file that allows the construction and deployment of the entire 
solution (both in a local system and in a remote server). 
 
The instructions for the development of the different components used in the docker-
compose can be found in the Dockerfile that is used for their construction in the github 
repository of the demonstrator (https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-registry-claim-
prototype). 
 
The simplest way to use the demonstrator is by accessing the instance deployed in the 
cloud at the URL (https://demo2.bloomen.io) with the following access credentials: 
 

● Access credentials for the whole site,  user:bloomen and password:12345 
● Access credentials for the app, user:bloomen and password:bloomen 

 
Instead, if we want to build a new local instance we can build one following these 
instructions: 
 

1. Install Docker version 17.12.1-ce or higher. 
2. Install Docker-compose version 1.21.2 or higher. 
3. git clone https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-registry-claim-prototype.git 
4. cd bloomen-claim-prototype 
5. docker-compose build 
6. docker-compose up -d 
7. goto http://localhost:8000 and use the credentials: 

a. Access credentials for the whole site, user:user and password:password 
b. Access credentials for the app, user:bloomen and password:bloomen 

 
If we need to remove the data of the instance in order to have a clean environment, we 
must perform the following steps: 
 

1. cd bloomen-claim-prototype 
2. docker-compose stop 
3. docker-compose rm 
4. docker-compose up -d 
5. goto http://localhost:8000 

http://swagger.io/
http://ngx-rocket.com/
https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-registry-claim-prototype
https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-registry-claim-prototype
https://demo2.bloomen.io/
http://demo2.bloomen.io/
http://demo2.bloomen.io/
https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-registry-claim-prototype.git
http://localhost:8000/
http://localhost:8000/
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3.3 User Manual 

For the application (app) development we followed these user stories: 
 

● USMUL01 - As a registry user I want to create new media data e.g. Bohemian 
Rhapsody by ACDC. 

● USMUL02 - As a creator user I want to search media assets e.g. Bohemian 
Rhapsody. 

● USMUL03 - As a creator user I want to create claims if data is mistaken or has 
any other issues e.g. Queen claiming Bohemian Rhapsody’s ownership. 

● USMUL04 - As a registry user I want to receive claims about assets that I 
maintain e.g. Queen claiming that ACDC is not Bohemian Rhapsody’s composer. 

● USMUL05 - As a creator user I see my claims e.g. registry user asking to Queen 
documentation about ownership in order to prove it. 

 
The main objective of the demonstrator is to explore the data storage capabilities within 
Multichain and how the interaction between end users persists within the blockchain. 
 
The demonstrator application can be accessed in https://demo2.bloomen.io/app with 
the following credentials: 
 

● Access credentials for the whole site, user: bloomen and password: 12345 
● Access credentials for the app, user:bloomen and password:bloomen 

 

3.3.1 Landing page 

The initial page of the demonstrator allows access to the different components with the 
links available in the top right side of the screen. 
 

 
Figure 12: Landing page links 

 

3.3.2 Multichain admin portal 

The administration tool allows to explore the data stored in the blockchain in raw 
format. 
 

https://demo2.bloomen.io/app
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The different functionalities can be accessed from the toolbar on the top and using the 
navigable links offered by each option. 
 

 
Figure 13: Multichain admin portal 

 

3.3.3 SOLR 

The SOLR management console provides access to the basic functionalities of the tool 
and allows exploring the data stored in the index. 
 
You need to choose a core in the highlighted dropdown in order to interact with the 
SOLR engine. 
 

 
Figure 14: SOLR admin console 

 

3.3.4 SWAGGER API 

If you want to test the different REST services implemented you can use the SWAGGER 
API that allows you to interact with them in a easy way. 
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Figure 15: SWAGGER API portal 

 

3.3.5 Application 

These are the basic functionalities covered by the demonstrator APP: 
 

1. Access to the Home and Claim functionalities. The Home section allows us to 
search / create musical assets, and the Claim section allows managing the 
actions related with claims. 

2. Dropdown for address creation and selection. 
3. Address in use. 
4. Search function for the data stored in the blockchain. 
5. Create new musical assets. 

 

 
Figure 16: Demo2 Application: Home screen 
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Figure 17: Demo2 Application: Search result 

 
The result of the search will allow us to make a claim of the songs that do not belong to 
us. For this demonstration the claim consists only of a messaging system that persists 
within the blockchain. 
 
The claim section allows us to consult the claims of which we are owners taking into 
account the selected address (header). 
 

 
Figure 18: Demo2 Application: Claim screen 

 
The tasks section shows us the pending claims that we have assigned to the address 
currently selected. 
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Figure 19: Demo2 Application: Tasks screen 

 
The highlighted icon allows us to response the claim and to generate a new task that is 
sent to the originator address. 
 

3.4 Licensing 

● All the components used in this Multichain Project are under GNU General Public 
License version 3. 

● Solr and Docker are under Apache 2.0 license. 
 

3.5 Online Demonstrator 

A demonstrator of the described prototype can be found online at demo2.bloomen.io. 
The code is submitted in the project's Github http://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-
registry-claim-prototype. 
 
The access credentials are: 

● Access credentials for the whole site, user: bloomen and password: 12345 
● Access credentials for the app, user:bloomen and password:bloomen 

 
Next sections contain a demonstration of the different user stories. 
 

3.5.1 Initial setup 

Before we start, we need to create the identities within the blockchain and grant them 
permission to store information within it. 
 

1. We will create a new address (identity) from the app that will be stored in the 
wallet of the slave node (https://demo2.bloomen.io/app). 

http://demo2.bloomen.io/
https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-registry-claim-prototype
https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-registry-claim-prototype
https://demo2.bloomen.io/app
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Figure 20: Demo2 Application: Create new address 

 
We will accept the creation of the new address within the wallet. 

 

 
Figure 21: Demo2 Application: New address confirmation 

 
We will see that in the wallet of the slave node we now have 2 different 
addresses that will help us to carry out the demonstration. 

 

 
Figure 22: Demo2 Application: Address selection 

 
2. Grant permissions to the addresses stored in the wallet of the slave node 

(https://demo2.bloomen.io/admin-portal/). 
Next we will enter the administration portal in the Permissions section. 
 

 
Figure 23: Admin Portal: Permissions screen 

 

https://demo2.bloomen.io/admin-portal/
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In this section we will give all the permissions to the addresses that have been 
created in the slave node. 
 

 
Figure 24: Admin Portal: Add permissions 

 
Finally we will obtain a result similar to the following one, where the two 
addresses created in the slave node can perform transactions in our blockchain. 
 

 
Figure 25: Admin Portal: Permissions added 

 

3.5.2 USMUL01 - As a registry user I want to create new media data 

1. We will click add button located in the bottom right part of the screen. 
 

 
Figure 26: Demo2 Application: Add new musical asset 

 
2. We will fill in the data form for the new song that we want to publish. 
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Figure 27: Demo2 Application: New musical asset form 

 
3. We will click Submit button and the data will be stored in the blockchain 

associated with the address selected in the header of the app. 
 

 
Figure 28: Demo2 Application: Current address 

 
Each address represents a different identity within the blockchain and in this user story 
it establishes the owner of the data that has published the new content. 
 
If we want to have content created by more than one address we just have to select a 
different one and repeat the action with the data of the new song. 
 
After a few seconds, required to get the confirmation of transactions and indexing of 
contents, we can access this data from the search user story (USMUL02). 
 

3.5.3 USMUL02 - As a creator user I want to search media assets 

1. Type the search string on the field and click on the magnifying glass icon. 
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Figure 29: Demo2 Application: Search musical assets 

 
In this user story the Claims have been limited to songs that do not belong to the 
address in use. 
 

3.5.4 USMUL03 - As a creator user I want to create claims if data is mistaken or has 
any other issues 

1. Starting from the result screen of a search (USMUL02), we can create a claim for 
the data that is not mine and send this claim to the owner automatically. 
 

 
Figure 30: Demo2 Application: New claim 

 
2. We will fill in the description of the claim that we want to send to the owner of the 

data and we will click on the Submit button. 
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Figure 31: Demo2 Application: New claim form 

 

3.5.5 USMUL04 - As a registry user I want to receive claims about assets that I 
maintain 

1. We select the task tab where we find the pending claims to answer assigned to 
the chosen address (header). 
 

 
Figure 32: Demo2 Application: Reply claim 

 
2. If we want we can answer the claim generating a new task that will appear in the 

list of tasks of the originator of the claim. 
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Figure 33: Demo2 Application: Reply claim form 

 
3. If we change the address that originated the claim, we can see how it has now a 

pending task with the information added in the previous step. 
 

 
Figure 34: Demo2 Application: Task has been sent to the address of origin 

 
All data and messages sent between addresses are persisted in the blockchain. This 
data can be read by any node that belongs to the network and allow to have a complete 
follow-up of the state changes in the information related to a song. 
 

3.5.6 USMUL05 - As a creator user I see my claims 

As the owner of a claim we can always access its data from the claims tab. 
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Figure 35: Demo2 Application: My Claims 

 
There are no more actions on this data at this phase of the demonstrator. 
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4 DEMO 3 - Ethereum 

4.1 General Description of the prototype 

This deliverable explains the different tools used in the construction of an Ethereum 
demonstrator based and inspired by news media use cases. 
This demonstrator proposes a simplified, reliable and trustable way to exchange photos 
for usage by media, a workflow from photo creation to photo usage and subsequent 
compensation. 
The demo will be used from two different categories of users: creators (amateur or 
professional photographers) and consumers (public news media and broadcasters, 
news agencies etc). 
 

4.1.1 Components 

Here is a simple diagram about the different components used for the construction of 
the demonstrator. 
 

 
Figure 36: Demo 3- Component diagram 

 
As seen in this diagram, the pilot application consists of a front-end implemented in 
Angular 51 which communicates directly with the backend by means of HTTP calls. The 
backend which is built in Node.js2 exposes a RESTful HTTP API consumed by the front-
end. 
 
All the entities and value objects of the application reside in a MongoDB3 repository, 
used by the backend for persistence. In addition to the MongoDB database, all the 
transactions and smart contract are pushed into a private Blockchain solution, 

                                      
1
 https://angular.io/ 

2
 https://nodejs.org/en/ 

3
 https://www.mongodb.com/ 
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supported by Quorum4. More precisely, the backend is using the web socket API of 
Quorum in order to send transactions asynchronously and listen to events published by 
the Blockchain instance. 
 
The Blockchain blocks and transactions can be browsed via a private Quorum and 
Ethereum open source5 explorer. The installation of Quorum instance and Blockchain 
explorer has been performed with the use of Docker images running as Docker 
containers on an Ubuntu 14.04 Linux server. 
 
Technology Stack Summary: 

 Front-End: Angular 5 + TypeScript 

 Backend: Node.js 

 Repository: MongoDB 

 Blockchain: JPMorgans Quorum (Geth) 

 Server: Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS 

 Block Explorer: Block Explorer by blk.io 

 

4.1.1.1 Communication with Blockchain 
For the moment, all calls to the Blockchain are performed via the Backend. As described 
in the following UML diagram, the Front-end is sending all requests to the Backend and 
the Backend is responsible to propagate the request to the Smart Contract which 
resides in the Blockchain. Thus, the Blockchain complexity is hidden from the end-user 
and the front-end code which executes transparently the business logic via the exposed 
methods of the Backend. Right now, the whole workflow is executed synchronously for 
the front-end, meaning that once the HTTP method is called, it is waiting for the 
response to confirm the successful processing of the transaction. However, behind the 
scenes, the Backend communicates with the Blockchain in an asynchronous way, 
listening to events submitted from the Blockchain and capturing all changes performed. 
 

                                      
4
 https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/Quorum 

5
 https://github.com/blk-io/blk-explorer-free 
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Figure 37: UML diagram for the communication with Blockchain 

 

4.1.1.2 Backend Open API 
We have used Swagger to expose the RESTful methods of the Backend API. 
 

 
Figure 38: Backend API 
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4.1.1.3 Demo application 
Demo APP is a small application built to provide a smooth experience to end users. 
When the application starts, it automatically creates a central wallet with a fixed amount 
of pre-mined coins which is accessible by the administrator of the Blockchain. The 
administrator can transfer funds to any other wallet. 
 
For demo purposes, we already start with a number of publishing organisations with 
related Blockchain wallet accounts. E.g. DW org is linked to a specific wallet in Quorum 
Blockchain instance. 

 
Figure 39: Demo3 APP 

 

4.2 Package Information & Installation Instructions 

We have developed our use case based on Quorum platform, an enterprise-focused 
version of Ethereum. The use case components are the following: 
 

● Front-end (https://gitlab.atc.gr/bloomen/bloomen-frontend) and back-end 
(https://gitlab.atc.gr/bloomen/bloomen-backend) source code. You have to 
register to ATC’s Git repository and download the source code. Account 
credentials will be provided upon request. 

 
To setup the back-end follow the steps: 
git clone 
cd <directory> 
npm install 

 
Add your parameters to the .env file. In case of new contract you need to deploy 
it by running: npm run deploy --quorum –reset 

 
Finally start the server: npm start 

https://gitlab.atc.gr/bloomen/bloomen-frontend
https://gitlab.atc.gr/bloomen/bloomen-backend
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To setup the front-end reproduce the following steps: 
git clone 
cd <directory> 
npm install 

 
Build and start the server: ng serve -o 

 
● Mongo DB document database, that provides high performance, high availability 

and automatic scaling. Installation instructions are available in the following link 
(https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/installation/). 

 
● Amazon S3 service for object storage. Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon 

S3) is being used to store and retrieve any amount of data at any time, from 
anywhere on the web. More information on 
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/s3/. 

 
● Quorum distributed ledger and smart contract platform. Currently we use a 

Dockers based version of Quorum (https://github.com/subhodi/quorum-
docker/blob/master/README.md). 

 
Quorum has been deployed on an Ubuntu 14.04 LTS server. Inside the projects 
folder (e.g. /quorum-docker-master) we can execute the commands: 

 
> sudo docker-compose up -d node 
 
This command will start Quorum. 
 
> sudo docker-compose restart node 
 
This command will restart Quorum. We can view the los with the command: 
 
>sudo docker-compose logs -f –t 
 
We can also attach geth console: 
 
>sudo geth attach http://host:port 

 
Geth Console 

 
Open web sockets: > admin.stopWS() 
 
> admin.startWS("squall-3.atc.gr", 8546, "*", "admin,eth,net,web3,personal") 
 

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/installation/
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/s3/
https://github.com/subhodi/quorum-docker/blob/master/README.md
https://github.com/subhodi/quorum-docker/blob/master/README.md
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Check pending transactions: > eth.pendingTransactions txpool 
Check wallets or accounts: > personal.listWallets personal.listAccounts 
 
To clean pending transactions remove file: 
/home/reveal/.ethereum/geth/txpool.rpl and restart docker node. 

 
BLK Explorer 
 
Direct to the project folder (/blk-explorer-free) and execute the commands: 
 
Start: > sudo NODE_ENDPOINT=http://squall-3.atc.gr:22000 docker-compose -f 
linux-docker-compose.yaml up –d 
 
Stop: > sudo NODE_ENDPOINT=http://squall-3.atc.gr:22000 docker-compose -f 
linux-docker-compose.yaml down 
 
In a following release, we plan to have available a Docker image with all the 
necessary use case components. 

 

4.3 User manual 

News Media use case has two different categories of users: creators and consumers. 
Some functionalities of the demonstrator apply to both categories, while others are 
specifically designed for creators OR consumers. 
 
For the application development we followed these user stories: 

● USETH01 - As a creator, I want to upload photo and set metadata and price. 

● USETH02 - As an approved member of consumer organization, I want to search 

photos and purchase publishing rights on a photo on behalf of the organization. 

● USETH03 - As a user, I want to browse photo rights transactions. 

● USETH04 - As a user, I want to check my own wallet (creator) or organization’s 

wallet (consumer) balance and browse related transactions. 

● USETH05 - As a consumer, I want to upvote/downvote a creator. 

● USETH06 - As a creator, I want to upvote/downvote a consumer. 
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4.3.1 Landing page 

 
Figure 40: Landing page 

 
The initial page of the demonstrator allows access to the different application parts for 
both creator and consumer. 
 

4.4 Licensing 

Regarding Ethereum Project, the used components are under Apache License 2.0, 
MongoDB is published under the GNU Affero General Public License, Quorum is 
GPL/LGPL licensed, while the license for Fuse Angular 6+ template is described in 
https://themeforest.net/licenses/standard 
 

4.5 Online demonstrator 

A demonstrator of the described prototype can be found online at demo3.bloomen.io. 
 
The following figures are screenshots presenting the different functionalities of the 
demonstrator: 
 

4.5.1 User’s registration 

Creator registration 
A creator (photographer) can enter the platform by providing a username and an email 
address. 
 

https://themeforest.net/licenses/standard
http://demo2.bloomen.io/
http://demo2.bloomen.io/
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Figure 41: Creator - Registration 

 
Consumer (Media Organization) registration 
As explained in previous sections, a consumer (Media Organization) is added during 
bootstrap phase linked with an admin account. Then, any member of the consumer 
organization can enter the platform by providing the corresponding username and 
password. 
 

 
Figure 42: Consumer-Login page 

 
Provide material for KYC approval 
A creator (or consumer) can provide extra personal details (e.g. photo, telephone 
number or id card) in order to be verified by others. The corresponding material is 
uploaded through the Verification form. 
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Figure 43: Verification form 

 

 
Figure 44: Submitted verification material 

 
Verify creator 
A consumer (e.g. member of Media Organization) can verify or reject a KYC request by a 
creator; after a successful verification, the verified user appears on the application with 
a “verified” icon, which on mouse-over reveals the entity who has approved the 
verification request. 
 
Approve Member of consumer organization 
Any existing member of consumer organization can approve or reject a pending 
incoming KYC request from another user to join the organization. 
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4.5.2 USETH01 - As a creator, I want to upload photos and set metadata and prices 

The creator can upload one or more photos and check the photos already uploaded. 
(S)he adds a description of the photo, keywords and sets its price. 
 

 
Figure 45: Creator - Upload a photo 

 

 
Figure 46: Creator-Uploaded photos 

 

4.5.3 USETH02 - As an approved member of consumer organization, I want to search 
photos and purchase publishing rights on a photo on behalf of the organization 

An approved member of consumer organization can search or browse through photos 
(purchased or for-sale). Once (s)he finds a suitable photo, (s)he selects it and 
purchases publishing rights on this on behalf of the organization (s)he represents. 
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Figure 47: Consumer – Purchase a photo 

 

4.5.4 USETH03 - As a user, I want to browse photo rights transactions 

Any user (consumer/creator) can review transactions performed for a specific photo. 
The user selects the photo for which (s)he wants more information and can ask for the 
corresponding information. 
 

 
Figure 48: Browsing photo rights transactions 

4.5.5 USETH04 - As a user, I want to check my own wallet (creator) or organization’s 
wallet (consumer) balance and browse related transactions 

Any registered user (creator or consumer organization) can any time check own wallet 
and the realized transactions. 
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Figure 49: User’s realized transactions 

 

4.5.6 USETH05 - As a consumer, I want to upvote/downvote a creator 

After a successful transaction, a consumer can upvote/downvote a creator. 
 

 
Figure 50: Upvote/downvote a creator 

 
The votes appear in the creator’s profile. 
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Figure 51: Creator’s profile with reputation information 

 

4.5.7 USETH06 - As a creator, I want to upvote/downvote a consumer 

After a successful transaction, a creator can upvote/downvote a consumer. The votes 
appear in the consumer’s profile. 
 

 
Figure 52: Consumer’s profile with reputation information 
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5 Plan for Next Iteration - Conclusions 

Hyperledger Demonstrator 
Overall Hyperledger blockchain technology offers a solid foundation upon which such 
business blockchain networks - like the demonstrator’s - can be developed. Its 
permissioned nature, private transactions and modular architecture are the main 
features that define Hyperledger as one of the most used blockchain technologies. 
 
However, further research into the Fabric framework through the demonstrator 
identified some limitations, some of which are the difficulty to build and deploy a Fabric 
network and the lack of Proof Of Work consensus algorithm needed by WebTV use 
case. 
 
Multichain Demonstrator 
Multichain, a fork of the Bitcoin implementation, offers a very simple way to create 
blockchain networks and contains very powerful tools for storage/tokenization of 
resources. However, the lack of Smart Contracts and easy-to-develop thin clients on 
Multichain are too important constrains that would hinder its use on the demonstrators. 
 
Ethereum Demonstrator 
Ethereum is a public and permissionless network, while with Quorum, JP Morgan’s fork 
of the Ethereum implementation, a private transaction between members is also 
possible, so it would be a very good choice for the demonstrators. 
 
 
Conclusions and plans for next iteration 
As a conclusion, the plan for the next iteration of the prototype requires further 
experimentation and some additional changes since it has been decided to use 
Ethereum and Quorum blockchain platforms for all the demonstrators instead of 
Hyperledger and Multichain. 
 
The plan for the next iteration is to implement more functionalities (e.g. statistics, 
reputation management etc), while the demonstrator will be also further stabilized and 
fine-tuned based on users’ feedback. 
 
We will also have to deepen the data storage capacities that can be shared among the 
users of the blockchain following the needs of the use cases, and we will have to adapt 
them to be part of Bloomen API platform. 
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